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THE METALLURGY  OF GOLD,
Cupels were made from (a) " coarse " bone-ash, between 20 and 40 mesh ; (6) "fine" bone-ash passing a 120-mesh sieve; (c) "ordinary" bone-ash, with the following screen analysis :—
On 20-mesh sieve,
30-mesh
40-mesh
60-mesh
80-mesh
100-mesh
120-mesh
140-mesh
Through 140-mesh
0     per cent.
0-25
3-30 21-10
945 14-95 19-20
3-90 27-85
100-00
Charges of 0*5 gramme silver were cupelled with 4 grammes lead, with and also without 0*04 gramme copper. The average losses of silver by absorption were found to be as follows :—
Loss of Silver per 1,000.
Coarse bone-ash, Ordinary bone-ash. Fine bone-ash,    .
In Presence of Copper.
.     10-45
.     11*42
9*75
In Absence of Copper.
9-52 9*10 8-90
The coarser the bone-ash, the more readily the prills were detached from the cupel. The loss of gold, similarly tested, was identical in the three cases. These results appear to show that the size of the particles of bone-ash is not of much importance, if they are small enough to pass a 20-mesh sieve.
Magnesia, or rather a mixture of magnesia, lime and some silica, was introduced a few years ago, as a substitute for bone-ash. It is strongly calcined, and does not absorb acid fumes. The cupels require to be made under high pressure, and should be baked at a high temperature before use. They are then as hard and strong as fireclay. Magnesia absorbs and holds less litharge than bone-ash does. For the absorption of gold by these cupels, see below (p.'509).
The cupels having been sufficiently heated in the muffle, the lead buttons obtained as described on p. 499 are charged in by the tongs (A, Fig. 209). The buttons collapse and lose their shape in a few seconds if the temperature is sufficiently high, but the molten mass formed is covered by a black crust for some time later. The crust then breaks up, and the brilliant surface of a liquid bath is seen. The muffle door should be closed immediately after the charging in is completed, and kept closed until all the assays have thus " uncovered." The door is then opened a little way to let in a current of air by which the lead is oxidised, and the litharge, floating to the edge of the bath, is absorbed by the cupel, together with the oxides of other base metals, which are not taken up by bone-ash if they are in a state of purity. Uncombined metals are not readily absorbed by the cupel, and only traces of gold and silver are carried into it by the litharge (see below, p. 508).
As the cupellation advances the lead bath is reduced in size by oxidation and absorption of the oxides ; reddish patches float slowly over its surface,

